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Applying First Principles to Re-Imagine Delivery of 
the 5th Generation Force 

 

James H.C. Gibson 

 

Abstract 

The pace of change overwhelms the ability to field battlespace ready integrated systems.  There is 

wide-spread recognition that things must change but little agreement on what the change must be. I 

argue that we need to reframe the problem to ensure that the information technology foundations 

for C4ISR are an enabler, not a roadblock for the 5th Generation Force. 

In this paper I go back to first principles and draw on past work in Network Centric Warfare [1], 

Information Advantage [2], Command and Control Approaches [3], C2 Agility [4] and the OODA Loop 

[5] to derive a framing (or paradigm [6]) suitable for holistically engineering the 5th Generation Force.  

To my surprise, this results in an inversion of the current approaches. If true, this new approach has 

significant ramifications, architectural implications, and the power to transform many aspects which 

currently act as roadblocks to a future state. As a paradigm, the impacts spread across all the themes 

addressed by the ICCRTS conference. 

This paper is intended to provoke discussion and calls for engagement to determine the merit, 

ramifications and improvements for this approach.  An equally valid outcome might prove that this 

approach is wrong. In this case, the engagement needs to fail fast. 

INTRODUCTION 
As defence forces throughout the world move towards the 5th Generation (Gen) Force, we must ask 

whether they can do so successfully using existing information technology approaches. 

This paper attempts to address two key questions that focus on the perceived needs of a defence 

force. Firstly, is the current approach of considering platforms, silos and systems in isolation before 

interoperability still valid? Secondly, is the focus on information advantage, data and networks 

providing Defence with the conceptual framing needed to understand and address the challenge? The 

danger is that the wrong choice makes the pace of change overwhelming and unmanageable, placing 

the aspiration for the 5th Gen Force at risk.  

My aim is not just to identify the problem - to admire the problem - but to demonstrate that effective, 

sound solutions are possible; and able to deliver joint effects. By going back to first principles and 

considering what matters, I gained an insight into the enduring battlespace characteristics which carry 

directly into contemporary challenges. It helped me understand how the need for agile command and 

control (C2) has become an essential design requirement, and highlighted the need to simultaneously 

embrace stability AND innovation.  

Many of these aspects are well known and are typically addressed on an ad-hoc basis as they arise. 

My approach differs by taking these aspects as the systemic central problem to directly frame a future 
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solution - without the assumptions and legacy of the past. This future solution is transformative. It 

cannot be built by continuous improvement. However, my hope is that once a ‘minimum viable 

transformation’ is created then the core battlespace capability is in place which eventually leads to 

the ability to exploit the joint effects of legacy, current and future systems – and simplify their 

integration.     

From the results of this analysis it is apparent that there are two central design concepts that are 

foundational for the 5th Gen Force. The ability to marshal action to deliver joint effects, and, effective 

communication throughout the battlespace. 

I have called these functions the Agency Management Fabric (FABRIC) and the Resilient 

Communications Network (RESCOM). Together they form, for reasons discussed later, the 5th Gen 

Agency Management Framework (AMF). The AMF is intended to work throughout the global fixed and 

deployed space, and across coalition and other partners, to support the depth and diversity of the 5th 

Gen Force. As the thinking behind RESCOM is more advanced, evidenced by tools such as software-

definable networks, I focus primarily on FABRIC in this article.  

This new paradigm proposes an inversion of the current approach, transforming our understanding of 

how to conceptualise and build ICT foundations.  This transformation must be acted upon. To fail, I 

believe, puts the future 5th Gen Force at significant risk.  

BACKGROUND 
In their ADM article, The 5th Generation Information Management Environment: Enabler or Roadblock 

[7], John Blackburn and Ian McDonald argue that 5th Gen warfare requires a new approach in both 

technology and operations. The 5th Gen Force is not just about platforms, such as the F-35A Joint Strike 

Fighter but about the need to transform the broader Australian Defence Force (ADF) into an integrated 

networked force.  

Mature 5th Gen Forces will exploit sensor proliferation across all imaginable spectra - generating an 

exponential growth in data. This will require data fusion analytics and integrated artificial intelligence. 

Blackburn and McDonald concluded that the ADF is acquiring 5th Gen platforms and systems which 

run the risk of being shackled to outdated communications and information network architectures. 

They called for the ADF to rethink and develop a future concept of operations for the 5th Gen 

Information Management Environment (IME). An environment which fully realises and exploits the 

implications of the 5th Gen Force. An enabler, not a roadblock, for the future. 

At recent defence industry forums, senior ADF officers emphasised the need ‘to continue to fight while 

hurt’ in the modern congested, contested and competed battlespace. Concerns about the 

overwhelming pace of change surfaced in statements that ‘5th generation platforms on 4th generation 

infrastructure result in 3rd generation effects’.  For the 5th Gen IME to be an enabler, a future concept 

of operations must directly address these needs and concerns.  

At MilCIS 2018, keynote speakers called for Industry to help the ADF address the harsh realities of the 

modern battlespace. They observed that current thinking, particularly around information advantage, 

was mostly ineffective in conceptualising the problems and guiding architectures. Major challenges 

and capability gaps were identified, only some of which were being partially addressed by current 

programs. Despite best efforts to date, they admitted it was unclear what must change and what must 

be different. They called for a new paradigm; a shift in the way we think about the 5th Gen IME. 
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In a recent ADM article  [8], Katherine Ziesing asked senior Defence Finance officials why no ICT 

programs appear in the Top 30 Acquisition and Sustainment list. They commented that these 

programs are usually short in nature, not materiel-related unlike the other Defence programs ... and 

not ADF core business. As Zeising commented “That argument rings hollow to me. Take Centralised 

Processing (CP) or Next Generation Desktop for example; running at well over $1 billion in spending 

across more than five years; it is a key enabler to Defence’s core business”. It seems that, when 

extended to the 5th Gen IME, there currently exists a fundamental disconnect when the information 

component is not treated as core business to warfighting and hence managed as a weapons system 

of itself.    

There has also been the belated realisation that the word ‘Network’ had been misunderstood to mean 

communication bearers and maybe TCP/IP or software-defined networks. David Alberts, author of 

Understanding Information Age Warfare, observed networks are intended to be about collaboration 

guided by C2; not purely about the technology. Another indication that the 5th Gen IME should be 

fundamentally different. 

Based on the above observations, I argue that the 5th Gen IME requires a much broader scope than 

currently thought - one not limited to information alone. The two central design concepts require a 

5th Gen Agency Management Fabric (5th Gen AMF), where ‘agency’ denotes the ability to take action 

either singly or collectively and muster resources – not just information. 

EXISTING APPROACHES 
The emergence of high-speed communications, powerful computing, more capable weapons and 

ever-increasing technological complexity has enabled defence forces in their various capacities. 

Several approaches have emerged when contemplating the best way forward. They include: 

 Process driven models - the Intelligence cycle of Direct, Collect, Analyse and Produce, and 

Disseminate; 

 Data-centric approach for enabling infrastructure - Enterprise Information Management 

(EIM); 

 Network Centric Warfare (NCW) theory - including the concept of Information Superiority, 

defined as “the operational advantage derived from the ability to collect, process, and 

disseminate an uninterrupted flow of information while denying an adversary’s ability to do 

the same” [ [9]. 

 The decision cycle of Observe, Orient, Decide and Act (the OODA loop); and, 

 Current NATO work [10] [11] on Command and Control (C2) Agility Advantage and 

autonomous intelligent units – the evolutionary successor of NCW. 

These substantive bodies of work, with their many insights, have resulted in a disjointed world view, 

each competing for attention with no unifying framework. Some are so intricate and conceptual that 

their subtleties are lost; management takeaways are simplified at best and misunderstood at worst, 

potentially rendering them ineffective. Others only describe one element while ignoring the bigger 

picture. Some became reductive or process-driven that they emerge as absolute truths. For example, 

it is all about data, which is both simultaneously true and pointless. 
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METHOD 
To paraphrase Brendan Sargeant, “imagination establishes the boundaries for creation”. It sets the 

paradigm and concepts out of which solutions emerge as a course of action. A systemic challenge, a 

crisis in the world that requires a strategic response, is first a challenge to the imagination. The quality 

of the imagination that responds to that challenge determines the shape of the strategy that follows. 

Sargeant makes the telling point that: The act of engineering solutions seeks to resolve the tension 

between the world as it is and the world as it might be imagined. The resolution is a strategy. The 

quality of strategy is governed by the quality of imagination that challenges the circumstances that 

have given rise to the need for it. 

The method and structure of this paper are based on first principles reasoning, which involves 

determining: 

1. What matters.  We need to cut through the noise, confusion and confliction of the current 

situation, re-assess existing thought and discount sunk costs; no matter how valuable these 

have been to date. Going back to fundamentals is the most critical step in the process. If we 

agree that this is the problem we face, the root causes, then we can align to solve the problem 

- to ‘do the right thing’. If we don’t agree, then this inspires change – what can we agree on 

and why?   

2. Compelling insights. Given what matters then what are the new insights which drive towards 

an effective solution?  

3. Paradigmatic Inversions1. Based on what matters and the insights, are there compelling 

reasons to invert how we are currently thinking – a paradigm shift. If there are no inversions, 

then the existing paradigm aligns with the current understanding of what matters and can be 

addressed with continuous improvement. In the case of delivering the 5th Generation Force 

there are paradigmatic inversions – things must change. We cannot keep doing the same thing 

and expect a better outcome.     

4. Ramifications? If there are insights and inversions, then these must lead to ramifications. 

Otherwise, it is a poor new paradigm. The ramifications impact on the whole field. The present 

case covers areas such as highly connected, automated and autonomous forces, 

interoperability, integration and security, multi-domain and coalition command and control, 

information and knowledge systems, communications and resilience. Due to this breadth, no 

one paper can present all the insights. For this paper, I illustrate the breadth of insights by 

selecting a small subset for illustration. 

5. Feasibility and Consequences. Is it possible to get there from here? What is the minimum 

viable transformation which might take us forward? What are some of the blockers which 

need work to make change possible? 

Where possible, I provide references to recent ICCRTS papers to demonstrate how this paradigm is a 

vital tool to locate such ideas and allow integration into a cohesive whole capable of being engineered. 

  

                                                           
1 I call it an inversion rather than a paradigm shift because it often ‘inverts’ or flips how the problem is perceived.  
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Judging the Merit of a New Paradigm 
Any new approach must work successfully and enduringly in the field if it is to be proven. There are 

costs and risks to reach this point. Reliable tests for merit are needed before commencement, such as 

asking if the new paradigm: 

 Unifies previously disjointed or disconnected frameworks into a harmonious whole? 

 Respects and describes the operational characteristics: 

o reflecting battlespace realities and laws of physics; and 

o utilising language which clearly and easily describes that domain? 

 Allows us to judge the efficacy of our choices, to recognise success. 

 Provides reliable guidance to build effective, workable solutions?   

 Proves falsifiable? 

Questioning a model demands a level of rigour, honesty, and engagement from multiple parties, 

thereby ensuring best practice and a practical, enduring outcome.  

WHAT MATTERS? 

The Enduring Characteristics of a Battlespace 
There has been considerable discussion around artificial intelligence, big data, machine learning, 

autonomous behaviour, cyber protection, networks, open standards, information fusion and 

management.  These all make 5th Gen warfare different, but where are the enduring characteristics 

on which we can build?  

Central factors to warfare over the years are the ability to marshal action to deliver joint effects and 

effective communications throughout the battlespace. In the language of the Australian Army 

Principles of War, concentration of force is synonymous with marshalling effort, as is cooperation. 

These must be achieved with flexibility and economy of effort. 

These central factors must be enacted by something – and it is here where we often lapse into platform-

centric thinking. If we think about this not from a technology point of view but from what happens, we 

find a different, more fundamental commonality within the battlespace — one based on decision 

making, command and control and how information and action flows.  

Firstly, decisions are made by nodes communicating and collaborating with other nodes in C2 

formations.  Secondly, nodes observe and 

respond through ‘self-capable’ sensors and 

effectors- similar to the human body with 

five senses integrated by the brain. This 

integration implies a clear sense of self 

(reliably tightly coupled) and non-self 

(unreliable or loosely coupled). Thirdly, to 

achieve their objectives, nodes must 

collaborate and act. The fog of war and 

disrupted communications may limit their 

ability to discover other nodes and 

resources, creating islands of fragmented 

Resilient 
Communications

Nodes in C2 Formations 
working in a fabric
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connectivity. Finally, to ‘fight when hurt’, the fabric must be smart and self-healing, able to utilise the 

best available actions and resources.  

Several features capture these enduring characteristics: 

 The battlespace is the globe and off-earth. With different degrees of contest and disruption 

in different locations. Actors inside the five domains of warfare (being land, sea, air, space 

and cyberspace) interact in myriad different ways. 

 The battlespace can be a heterogeneous coalition. The battlespace is a contest of wills, 

inherently adversarial. Within this battlespace, there are coalitions collaborating to face 

adversarial threats and achieve the same or similar outcomes - each with different rules of 

engagement and differing means of operation.  

 Action exists throughout the battlespace. It’s an untidy, ever-changing space, where 

decisions are enacted based on information that is injected, transported and consumed,  

depending upon intent and resources available.  

 Every node in the battlespace has agency. Where ‘agency’ denotes the ability to take action 

and nodes have the capacity, to a greater or lesser extent, to act via the OODA loop. 

 Nodes collaborate. Nodes exchange intent and meaning, where information and data alone 

is secondary. They collaborate to achieve tasks either alone or by working in groups.  

 Nodes require C2 Agility. Groups always have some form of C2. Depending upon intent and 

circumstance, groups can either have or be able to move to a workable C2 approach or 

degrade in their ability to achieve their goal when no suitable approach is apparent.  

 Agency involves the collaborative exchange of intent and meaning. Data transfer, while 

inevitable, is secondary.  

 Collaboration requires a ‘smart fabric’.  Where ‘smart fabric’ describes an overarching 

system binding nodes together. This requires an awareness of the resources currently 

available in the fabric, intelligence to allocate those resources, and the means to manage 

disruption and recovery. 

 Security must be dynamic and contextual. Collaboration can only be achieved by flexible, 

dynamic security, integrated with C2 tasking, balancing the need to know with the need to 

share.     

 Standardisation and Specialisation are both priorities. The data and system needs, tasks 

and echelon hierarchies required to support force elements at tactical, operational and 

strategic levels in the battlespace vary dramatically and evolve. For the 5th Gen AMF, both 

standardisation AND specialisation must be embraced and not viewed as seemingly 

contradictory strategies or outcomes. 

 Interoperability is a distributed, not centralised, problem. The multiple domains and 

partners, differing and evolving technologies, overlapping C2 events (often driven by 

Communities of Specialisation) and variable communications require distributed 

interoperability. 

 Data always overwhelms communication. The ever-increasing volumes of data and the laws 

of physics inevitably result in insufficient reliable bandwidth to meet all communications 

needs.  

 Communications will be disrupted. Networks are contested, congested and competed 

throughout the global battlespace.  Viable network paths and usage strategy change based 

on circumstances. Networks fragment and re-combine either by choice or opponent actions. 

Networks must be resilient and designed accordingly. 
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The primary language for this world view is then: 

 Action; 

 Agency; 

 Decision; 

 Node; 

 Fabric; 

 Collaboration; 

 Standardisation AND Specialisation; 

 C2 agility; and, 

 Resilient Networks. 

This language must form the foundations for the 5th Gen AMF, which comprises FABRIC and RESCOM. 

With the right design, these concepts can be integrated to create a global platform which directly 

addresses battlespace needs, is stable, and embraces evolution. While the US Distributed Common 

Ground System (DCGS) [12] is evolving in this direction, it is costly and hard to sustain, due to its 

inherent complexity and the technical debt which accumulates during this migration.  

 

***************** 

 

Having outlined an understanding of the battlespace and the need for C2 Agility, I would like to offer 

some compelling factors that frame much of the desired functionality and a possible new way 

forward. 

COMPELLING INSIGHTS 
These factors might seem obvious – indeed, many of them are obvious. However, it pays to state them 

in one place as they are some of the drivers guiding the architecture for delivery of the 5th generation 

force. Surprisingly, many existing systems violate one or more of these factors. A prime example in 

Australia is the ongoing failed attempts at fixed and deployed Enterprise Information Management 

(EIM). 

The First Insight– It is about the fabric of the battlespace not just platforms 
The battlespace is best described as actions playing out on a smart fabric hosting smart nodes. In the 

5th Gen AMF this is the role of FABRIC, which conceptually is the engagement between the fabric and 

nodes.  

A system for the 5th Gen Force must be holistically designed to work together from the start. Group 

Captain Jerome Reid noted that “Becoming the world’s first 5th Generation Air Force is a bold ambition 

and our transformation will require bold leadership. We will know when we are being bold when we: 

innovate beyond the plan, think ahead of current pradigms and build an air force that can contribute 

to win, whatever the situation” [13].   

Currently, as Air Marshall (retired) Brown observes “our architecture is not up to speed with what the 

F35 can provide” [14] reflecting that in the past the ADF has acquired systems and platforms, then 

struggled to integrate and deploy them.  
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It is my hope that  FABRIC conceptually inverts this practice and points to new tools able to fully 

integrate the future 5th Gen Force, no matter what capabilities are acquired now and in the future. 

FABRIC bases its integration approach directly on the characteristics of the battlespace and the need 

for C2 agility. FABRIC is intended to be: 

 Smart - able to decide and take action rather than be a passive observer;  

 Aligned - to the battlespace and C2 agility; 

 Flexible - engineered to be dynamically configurable, mitigate disruption, sense and act on 

events, and exploit opportunities; 

 Standardised AND Specialised – designed for and embracing both outcomes; 

 Adaptable - able to operate across multiple scenarios;  

 Sustainable - designed to manage complexity, welcome evolution, and support both 

commonality and specialisation; 

 Plug and Play - allowing other assets to be introduced, interoperated and retired as needed; 

 Vertically Integrated - designed as a whole, not in parts; and 

 A Critical Joint Asset - enduring, maintained and evolving for decades, not a one-off-project. 

FABRIC will host: 

 Technology - weapons systems, big data, artificial intelligence, interoperability, security, 

information fusion, information dissemination, communications and networking; 

 Tasks - the kill web (any sensor, best shooter), C2, Integrated Fire Control (IFC) and 

Integrated Air Missile Defence (IAMD), Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance and 

Electronic Warfare (ISREW) and post-action analysis; 

 Platforms - drones, tanks, ships data centres and the myriad of other tangible items; and 

 Training – live, virtual and constructive training within the operational environment. 

People often experience the need for FABRIC indirectly and use words like adaptive information 

architecture – combat cloud – distributed combat systems – hosting, middleware, trust, integrating 

together, information interoperability, decision superiority, connect things through SOA (service 

oriented Architecture), information at the right place at the right time –how to make good 

collaborative decisions – tactical edge – fighting systems at the front , not at Headquarters Joint 

Operations Centre (HQJOC). They question how to design heterogeneous systems-of-systems so they 

can be more resilient during the fight. They want new capabilities, design time adaptivity, a rich eco-

system, and integrated and deployed quicker. Leveraging the power of the internet today is a smart 

thing to do – use what it can get from the cloud today – but recognising that the constrained 

battlespace environment is not like the internet.  
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For the 5th Gen AMF to achieve its full potential FABRIC will need to work in conjunction with 

RESCOM (but will also work, less optimally, with traditional networks). While FABRIC will deliver the 

ability to decide and act, RESCOM will manage all aspects of connectivity; working together to 

provide the best available outcomes under the constrained 

circumstances.  

Think of RESCOM as a smart network manager. It must be resilient, 

global in reach, adaptively use local channel bearers and multi-hops 

and sense and report to FABRIC on its current and anticipated 

future operational health.  

Similarly, people often experience the need for RESCOM and its 

interaction with FABRIC indirectly and use words like systems 

integration, tactical networks and smart networking. They envisage 

an automated system, able to do what army soldiers do with voice 

command systems based on an understanding of network and mission context. Digitising it loses 

control of network state and capacity, prioritise information between tactical nodes.  They recognise 

challenges of how to measure network performance and do it dynamically, changing the priority of 

information over a network in real time. An autonomous system needs a semantic understanding of 

the mission, how to bring it together to decide what to send when? 

Recent work is moving in the direction of FABRIC and RESCOM. Special mention is given to NATO SAS-

143 and the Semantically Managed Autonomous and Resilient Tactical Networking (SMARTNET) and 

Hybrid C2 operations [15] initiative by the Defence Science and Technology Group, Australia in 

conjunction with the US Army Research Laboratory. The stated goal of SMARTNET is to enhance the 

efficiency and robustness of tactical networked communications by being more prudent in what 

information is sent out in the network. However, this group is thinking more broadly and certainly 

moving towards what this paper calls FABRIC and RESCOM – a validation of direction because both 

are a response to the same foundational issues. 

The first insight is that FABRIC and RESCOM must be synergistic. Each must not encroach on the other 

or exhibit unexpected behaviour or ill-directed optimisations; they must be designed together not 

stitched together from multiple disjoint systems and standards.  

The Second Insight – it is about action, not just Information 
To date, the ADF has been focused on information superiority as defined as: 

“The capability to collect, process, exploit and disseminate information to achieve superior decision 

support while exploiting or denying an adversary’s ability to do the same.” [2] 

However, the ADF’s effects-based operations (EBO) doctrine demands a new way of thinking about 

advantage, which focusses on action to deliver effects [3]. Satisfying this doctrine does not 

automatically result from information or even decision superiority. Having real-time data from the 

battlefield assists decision making at all levels but does not describe the action.  

Reasoning about action is essential for an increasingly automated 5th Gen Force. 

Action requires thinking in terms of what I’m calling Agency Advantage, a complement to Information 

Advantage, and builds on the current NATO SAS-085 definition for C2 Agility being “Agility is the 

capability to successfully effect, cope with and/or exploit changes in circumstances” [11]. 
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Agency Advantage follows a natural progression of prior work, as shown in the diagram below:

 

 

I believe the NATO SAS-085 definition should be broadened to include Agency Advantage and propose 

adding the following words at the front of NATO’s original definition so it would now read:  

“Agency Advantage is the capability and authority to act, either individually or as a collective; to 

successfully effect, cope with and/or exploit changes in circumstances”. 

Agency Advantage is based on decision superiority; sometimes assisted by software agents. Despite 

Agency Advantage being a logical consequence of recent work, including Command and Control 

Agility, it has been overlooked. 

In my experience at the Chief Information Officers Group within the Australian Department of Defence 

I was struck by the focus on Information Advantage and the difficulty in generating any beneficial 

results applying this paradigm – the typical result being degeneration into centralised or unbalanced 

Enterprise Information Management along with static information needs analysis.  

I am concerned that a continuing focus on C2 driven by the primacy of information impedes the 

transformation required for the 5th Generation Force – the language is inadequate to discuss the 

problem. This potential impediment is seen in discussions such as [16]. Inadequate ‘language’ can 

have a real impact when enabling architectures focus on the fact that “data is a really valuable asset” 

[17]. The paper makes the valid point that an application centric paradigm is incorrect and replaces it 

with a data-centric paradigm. However, the resultant architecture and identified challenges fail the 

test set in this paper in ‘judging the merit of a new paradigm’ - the problem space of enabling the 5th 

Generation Force can only be weakly and indirectly described - there is ineffective guidance for the 

design.  

My claim is that applying the concepts of Agency Advantage can remediate this problem.  As an aside, 

agency advantage applies to asymmetric warfare, which cannot be addressed solely with Information 

Advantage. 
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The second insight is that Agency Advantage must be named, and the concepts understood and 

applied to catalyse the framing of 5th Gen Force enablement. By doing this, we can we create 

ramifications spanning the whole problem space.   

The Third Insight – Requires both stability AND innovation/evolution 
I argue against a platform-centric approach to capability development, but in some ways the case I 

make could be perceived as a newer and more nuanced “platform” in itself.  This paradox comes down 

to what I mean when I write ‘platform’, a platform which encompasses the whole battlespace?  

At its highest level, a platform [18] is: 

 A structure with a set of rules, governance structures, and internal functionality that leverages 

network effects to enable many different types of stakeholders to exchange value. 

 The value exchange between stakeholders also creates value for the platform, which further 

grows the value for the stakeholders. 

 The platform’s presence enables many existing and emerging opportunities. 

In a nutshell, a platform creates an ecosystem of opportunities, transactions and activities. 

Just because a system, or system-of-systems, tries to achieve this objective does not make it a good 

platform. Some of the attributes which make a good platform are: 

 Universality: available and impartial across the battlespace in most user and business 

contexts. 

 Versatility: Serves diversity of business and user needs allowing communities of interest or 

specialisations to seek competitive advantage through innovation or evolution without being 

constrained by unnecessary standardisation. 

 Uniformity: of foundational behaviour, of experience, and customisability. 

 Many-to-many: relationships between users and customers. 

 Repeated leverage: of underlying functions/infrastructure. 

 Trust: reliability, resilience, consistency, security. 

 Bounded complexity: attached systems know the boundaries in which they operate. Further 

details are provided later in this paper. 

 Maintainable: capable of being upgraded without requiring the whole system to be rebuilt 

and re-deployed. 

  Evolvable:  continually welcoming change and innovation with high return-on-effort and 

steadily assimilated and stable technical debt.  

These are just some of the attributes for the platform, for FABRIC. Later in this paper, we look at some 

attributes in more detail. 

Ironically, I could argue that an unsophisticated version of exactly these attributes has led to the 

“cobbled together system” that currently exists. The need to improve and broaden communications 

has seen tools such as message brokers and service-oriented architectures (SOA) – but these are still 

a way to make platforms communicate and are a long way from an action fabric.   We got to the current 

state by continuous improvement around platforms and silos - and then mitigated as much as we could 

on the way. By trying to extend strong systems to other areas they are weak in, we create disconnected 

mitigations as each system tries to encroach on another systems area. This a chronic source of 

technical debt. 
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Critical to the new approach is that the ‘platform’ must be engineered specifically to allow 

incorporation of new technologies, which may not even have been thought of yet, and for the 

ecosystem of platform and systems to be capable of evolving organically. To achieve this, we must be 

able to bound the complexity and coupling of each system by limiting these to interactions with the 

platform – which also manages the semantics. This places novel, sophisticated, demands on the 

FABRIC platform -  which is inherently complicated. Engineering this will be a challenge requiring deep 

and delicate consideration.   

The system must evolve by allowing ‘plug and play’ of new capabilities – innovation which 

interoperates locally and is bounded with a stable fabric. Evolution allows us to exploit both 

standardisation and specialisation to achieve agile, competitive advantage where it is needed. 

The fabric must be able to adapt and maintain stability - this necessitates some form of ‘software 

agent’ distribution and also applying the principles of distributed interoperability as put forward by 

David Alberts. 

The paradox resolves – it is not a paradox at all. The new approach is fundamentally different and not 

just an extension of the old approach.  At a minimum, by building a platform such as this, we are doing 

something different and so can be entitled to expect a different outcome. 

The third insight is that with the right platform, we can have both Stability ‘AND’ Innovation/Evolution 

– we have broken away from the tyranny of the ‘OR’ [19]. 

The Fourth Insight –Support of heterogeneous C2 integral to design 
David Alberts was instrumental in describing Network Centric Warfare in the early 2000s. Since NCW 

introduced these concepts, current thinking across the international C2 community and NATO has 

continued to evolve. We have come to understand that C2 Agility is critical to conceptualise the 

battlespace; it works to simplify NCW thinking.  

In its introduction to the Task Group SAS-085 Final Report on C2 Agility, NATO stated that the core 

tenets are: 

 “Given the differences between and among mission challenges and the collections of 

entities needed to meet them, different approaches to C2 are required. 

 There will be times when an entity is engaged in a highly dynamic situation where the 

mission, and/or the circumstances will change and one’s current C2 Approach will no 

longer be appropriate [11]. 

 Thus, entities also need to be able to dynamically transition from their current C2 

Approach to a more appropriate one; that is, to manoeuvre in the C2 Approach Space.  

 This ability to manoeuvre in the C2 Approach Space involves: 1) recognizing the 

significance of changes in circumstances that affect the appropriateness of one’s C2 

Approach, 2) understanding which C2 Approach(es), given the new mission and/or 

circumstances, are now more appropriate, and, 3) being able to transition, as necessary, 

to a more appropriate approach.” 

The diagram below summarises the major C2 strategies proposed in their document - conflicted, de-

conflicted, coordinated, collaborative and edge. The battlespace typically includes different C2 

approaches reflecting commanders’ intent and specific sub-missions and tasks. The optimal strategy 

varies based on objectives, self-capabilities, current circumstances, timeliness demands, and the 

opponent’s intent and actions.  
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All C2 approaches are subject to stresses that can impact on their intended behaviour, reinforcing the 

need for self-monitoring (as demonstrated by NATO SAS case studies). Entities, operating via nodes, 

should know what C2 approach they are applying, how locations may be affected by circumstance, 

and how to manoeuvre to a better approach if needed.  

 

In the larger picture, this can be extended [20] into multi-domain C2 (MDC2) and multi-domain 

harmonisation (MDH).  As Alberts notes: “Designing appropriate approaches for MDC2/MDH requires 

understanding and the differences that exist between and among operations in the physical, virtual 

and social domains and the diverse set of entities involved. Recent developments have made it 

imperative that explicit consideration also is given to non-human intelligent entities or collaborators, 

such as autonomous systems, with their own allocated decision rights”. 

 

Recent ICCRTS papers illustrate this, such as “Cellular Approach to Multi-Domain Battlespace 

Management [21] which gives good examples of heterogeneous and overlapping C2 approaches. 

David Alberts noted, in a paper on Multi-Domain Operations [22] , “The unique nature and dynamics 

of operations in the Virtual Domain require us to delegate tasks, decision rights, and some degree of 

autonomy to bots and bits. We must understand the C2 implications of these delegations” and, “The 

most significant implication of this analysis is that individual entities may need to adopt a C2 Approach 

that they would not choose to employ if they were acting alone.” 

 

In summary, Command and Control Agility must support micro and macro heterogeneous modes, 

harmonise across C2 styles to improve outcomes, support C2 Agility and room to manoeuvre. The 

report “C2 by Design: Putting Command and Control Theory into Practice Version 2.0” [23] provides a 

rich set of guidance, use cases and scenarios which must have engineered support in FABRIC.   

 

The fourth insight is that “rich C2”, as described here, is a foundation capability for the 5th Generation 

Force. FABRIC must have ‘rich C2’ baked-in not added-on. Some impacts of this decision are 

investigated in ramifications. This objective is well-aligned with the recent NATO initiative, SAS-104 

[24], which aims to move C2 Agility from a promising concept to a value-added operational capability.  
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The Fifth Insight – Humans and non-humans intelligently collaborate 
A central theme in this paper is enhancing the way action, meaning and information are automated - 

to allow better exercising of decision-making or agency. Central to this is the interface of the system 

with the decision-maker, i.e. the human dimension.  

I don’t see a time in the near term where all decision-making is automated – there are myriad non-

technical reasons for this, e.g. ethics, judgement and values– although some decisions can be 

automated to buy more time and capacity for people to do what only people can. So, if people still 

need to make decisions, be it centrally or at nodes, there needs to be an interface between the human 

and the system. The interface is critical, for if it does not work the value of the rest of the system 

effectively erodes.  

Some questions that need addressing are: how do humans make decisions? How does the system 

enhance their ability to do so in a cognitive or emotional sense? How do we better enable them to 

deal with the data coming in from a more agile and nodal information environment?  

You cannot exercise agency without a philosophical underpinning – and how is this experienced for 

the human in the loop? 

A warfighter is no longer an operator or controller of systems – instead, they are a partner directing 

systems. They experience 5th Gen as a flexible, intelligent distributed co-partner anticipating needs 

based upon intent and providing meaning, insight, options, actions and resources, see [25]. 5th Gen 

responds to context and tempo by balancing competing demands throughout the battlespace, 

responding to timeliness and criticality to dynamically providing the best available outcomes and 

actions under the circumstances and will be cognisant and adaptive to the limitations of the human 

in the loop. The warfighter will think of 5th Gen as a true trusted partner, not just a system to be 

operated and worked around. To achieve this, 5th Gen will map to the operational reality by 

providing smart battlespace nodes and fabric which provides the underpinning foundation to work 

alongside small and large systems to glue them all together; and with the local and global smarts to 

act on the whole picture.  

Tessensohn et al explore this more deeply in their article [26] where they consider and define the Non-

human Intelligent Collaborator (NIC) as “an artificial entity which is able to autonomously engage with 

its environment in direct interaction, involvement and/or interdependency with humans and other 

artificial entities in order to meet a certain objective. Besides deciding and acting on an individual 

basis, both the human and the artificial entity complement each other’s decision-making process and 

actions. To do so, they must be able to understand complex ideas (relative to the activity), to adapt 

effectively to the environment, and to combine task related- with social and team related skills that 

enable effective and efficient collaboration”. Collaboration has commonalities with the concept of 

Human-Autonomy Teaming (HAT) and the work done at the NASA Ames Research Centre which 

stated: “Understanding and effectively designing for HAT may be the key to finally realizing the 

promise of automation” [27]. 

The 5th Generation Force must be designed around human and non-human collaboration, where the 

extent of the non-human collaboration requires the exertion of agency, singly and collectively, 

across the whole battlespace.  NICs must have a location for the action, either distributed or 

localised. 
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The fifth insight is that agency advantage, as applied to FABRIC, provides the framework for human 

and non-human collaboration.  

THE MAJOR INVERSIONS 
Together, Agency Advantage and FABRIC invert previously held understanding about how to engineer 

the foundations for the 5th Gen Force.  These are a few of the inversions.  

Benefits Maximisation Comparison 
Current Approach - Upper Corner 5th Gen AMF –Rising Tide 

  

 

Network Centric Warfare (NCW) suffered from the temptation by others to create a simplistic 

‘executive summary’. This summary lost the richness and nuance and replaced it with an easy to 

understand and sell, but fundamentally wrong, message that the solution lay with more networks, 

more information and more bandwidth, creating the current ‘upper corner’ of the current approach 

model. In contrast, Agency Advantage requires both smart nodes and a smart fabric, creating the rising 

tide model. This model hosts actions and supports C2 Agility, optimises outcomes whatever the 

circumstance, and creates ‘plug and play’ infrastructure for custom systems. It is more analytically 

useful too. When benefits are lopsided, the results are platforms with disjoint systems - siloed 

systems, or, unbalanced processing networks - centralised computing with little consideration given 

to the tactical edge.  
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Architecture Comparison 
Current Approach – silos and networks 5th Gen – active fabric centric 

  

The current information architecture approach concentrates on systems and platforms joined 

together by passive networks and data creating the networked passive data model. The network 

cloud hides the need for integration and interoperability or implies central processing - encouraging 

hub and spoke solutions. This leads to the mistaken view that the systems can be created in the fixed 

domain and then extended with minimal change to the deployed domain.  

In contrast, the 5th Gen AMF approach inverts the networked passive data model by replacing the 

passive cloud ‘void’ in the middle of the information architecture approach with the 5th Gen AMF – 

that includes an active fabric which manages both deployed and fixed nodes to achieve joint effects; 

creating a distributed agency model. Traditional networks and data are no longer the focus. Platforms 

and systems must work together, integrating locally via nodes and actively collaborating via the fabric. 

This model is resilient and optimising, attempting to exploit any change in circumstances. It uses the 

available resource and the networks as they stand or as optimised through RESCOM. 

Complexity Management Comparison 
Humans manage complexity badly. Often we revert to process or over-simplification in response, 

thereby blinding us to the real problem while worsening the outcomes. Complexity must be addressed 

head-on by, wherever possible, reducing the problem from the complex to the merely complicated 

(see the Cynefin framework [28] for more detail on this). The extent to which architecture supports 

these outcomes is a direct measure of how well it reduces complexity. The right architecture supports 

these outcomes with a platform which, while still complicated, isolates complexity to where it is 

required and allows us to engineer the rest.  
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Current Approach - ad-hoc integration 5th Gen – managed complexity 

  

With the current silos and systems approach, as the need for connectedness increases, but remains 

ad-hoc, and standards lag behind innovation, complexity becomes unmanageable - creating the ad-

hoc model. In this model the complex problem (1) is treated by a short term, over-simplified solution 

(2), Integration and deployment results in complex ad-hoc system-of-systems with virtual private 

networks or messaging but minimal unifying foundations or consistent interoperability. For each 

capability developed, almost every aspect of the functional and non-functional requirements must be 

individually addressed, resulting in significant maintenance and evolutionary overheads – often 

resulting in chaos (3). All too often, this results in disorder and project failure (4). 

 In contrast, the 5th Gen AMF approach takes the complex problem (1) and determines how it can be 

supported by a complicated, but engineered, solution. Once the characteristics of the engineered 

solution are determined it can be incrementally delivered (2), providing support for areas of emergent 

(a), best practice (b) and even fire-fighting activities (c) – creating the managed complexity model.  

In this way 5th Gen AMF can simplify 360o plug-and-play integration at a tightly coupled locale, 

supporting diverse platforms and systems integrated with a plug-and-play model providing active 

collaboration, interoperability and C2 Agility across the battlespace. Functional and non-functional 

requirements can be addressed systematically including security, sharing and discovery, micro-

services and cross-domain gateways, with the potential to enhance compliance and assessment with 

the Australian Signals Directorate (ASD) control framework [29].  
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Interoperability Comparison 
Alberts et al provided a very detailed 

analysis and investigation of how 

interoperability can be improved 

[23]. They concluded that the move 

from exclusively smart push 

(information exchange 

requirements (IERs) etc.) to smart 

post and smart pull not only solves 

previously intractable problems by 

identifying important information 

and getting it to the right person, 

but also facilitates the 

interoperability necessary to bring 

all relevant information and resources to bear.  

Data interoperability does not require everyone to adhere to the same standard, it is sufficient for 

posters who wish their information to be shared to either post in a widely recognised form or with 

metadata mapping to a recognised standard. If pullers wish to utilise available data, then they need 

to educate themselves, via the FABRIC, regarding the various forms of the data element used by 

sources that they consider potentially valuable.  

This concept becomes critical when considering agency advantage in the light of C2 Agility. As 

circumstances change and C2 Approaches adjust it is, by definition, impossible to know all information 

exchange requirements (IERs) and interoperability needs up front. In addition, as different elements 

of the force manoeuvre in their C2 Approach the locations for applying interoperability change. New 

information requirements arise at nodes and new requirements for interoperability occur dynamically 

and unexpectedly. What may have worked when there was excellent communications networks and 

centralised exchanges must change, and in ways which cannot be anticipated up-front. 

Current Approach – point-to-point and 

centralised gateway interoperability 

5th Gen – distributed dynamic interoperability 

 
 

In the distributed dynamic interoperability case, we can see group ‘A’ working tightly together before 

publishing via an outbound translator to a well-known standard which is accessed by ‘B’. ‘C’ then, in 
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turn, accesses this information by applying an inbound translator. As can be seen, this general case 

requires an active smart fabric to know what information is available where and distribute the 

appropriate interoperability blocks.  An added benefit is that the smart fabric can observe, fuse, and 

make a decision on the information passing through – something which point-to-point cannot do. 

The pattern is a systematic departure from current practice in that any node in the battlespace may 

have multiple instances of outbound annotators (to provide metadata information), outbound 

translators (to change raw data into widely recognised data), and, inbound translators (to apply 

metadata and change received data to useable data).  

In effect, the outbound translator is thought of as transforming raw data to a harmonised well-known 

form, and the inbound translator as harmonizing the well-known form for specific use appropriate to 

the relevant consuming system.  Distributed interoperability provides the mechanism to implement 

common functions, standardize interfaces, provide information quality indicators and support 

processing functions as the basis for interoperability and integrated system design. 

As the distributed smart-post and smart-pull pattern becomes a reality, both information suppliers 

(posters) and consumers (pullers) have to become ‘smarter’ -  interoperability requires both pullers 

and posters to take some responsibility for interoperability and be active in this participation. Of 

course, some of this can be delegated to the distribution system, which can provide interoperability 

adapters as required, can manage and distribute these ‘smarts’ once needs are determined, and new 

translators have been verified and validated on test beds.    

Moving to the 5th Generation Force places more strain on interoperability. Designing for agency 

advantage indicates that a fully distributed interoperability pattern must exist; instances to be 

deployed and configured as required. 

RAMIFICATIONS 

The First Ramification – Software agents and agent distribution essential 
Stored procedures, services and software agents have a close relationship – they all execute some 

action on data. In general, all functionality can be implemented by software agents. However, there 

may be many reasons for not doing this – in fact, an agent implementation may be undesirable if there 

are already existing capabilities which do the functionality well. The table below provides a simplistic 

mapping of technology to functionality. 

Function Description Typically Movement 
Data Logistics Moving data, either in near 

real time or in batch, to 
where it is needed. 

Configurable stored 
procedures 

Static: 
Data -> Processing. 

Exploit-in-Place Typically services executing 
stored code or injected 
procedures. 

SOA or Micro-services Static: 
Data processed at location. 
Transient: 
Processing submitted to Data. 

Delegate Move or pre-position 
software agents where 
needed and on demand to 
derive meaning and action 
from data. 

Distributed Software 
agents 

Dynamic:  
Software agents sent to 
location to perform action. 
Pre-positioned: 
Software agents placed at 
location to watch and act. 
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The first option is of marginal interest. However, Exploit-in-Place and Delegate-in-Place are critical 

capabilities for 5th Generation Warfare. This function allows secure Requests-for-Information (RFIs) to 

be distributed and functionality executed at nodes without the node operators necessarily needing to 

know – or only be notified when they must act. 

Delegation of agents requires effective agent testing, secure transmission and agent ‘virus’ checking 

to ensure that it is node compatible and not compromised. Testing requires stringent engineering of 

the FABRIC. 

This functionality requires a properly engineered agent distribution and management system as part 

of the nodes and fabric. The inversion from ‘platforms and communications’ to ‘agent distribution and 

action in a fabric’ opens up exciting new capabilities and opportunities for innovation in the 5th 

Generation Force.  

As an example of possibilities, consider how AI may be strategically implemented as envisaged for the 

ADF in “Next Steps in the Fifth Generation Headquarters Concept” [30]. This paper, although focussing 

primarily on AI, provides rich descriptions which beg the question of ‘how is this implemented’. An 

early validation of the 5th Gen AMF is the ease of mapping and locating functionality into FABRIC – the 

architecture provided immediate support for integrating these concepts and needs. 

The first ramification is that FABRIC provides an engineered way to reason, conceptualise, implement, 

deploy and test this behaviour – no longer leaving it to chance or partial solutions. 

The Second Ramification – C2, intent and context is foundation for security 
Intelligence services must collaborate across security domains and with partners to deliver high 

quality business outcomes. Unlike other approaches which focus solely on data, the fabric treats data 

and actions/intent as equally important. Typically, it is the result of actions – or queries – which 

create results with higher security classification and places it in a specific Information Security 

Domain (ISD).  

Data and actions must be treated equally, only to consider data security addresses half the problem- 

which is one reason why most existing architectures face challenges. Also, the 5th Generation Force 

demands solutions where owners of actions and data may not know who is requesting them and 

why – very similar to the problem faced by service-oriented architectures (SOAs).  

Getting the right information to the right people puts the onus on the fabric to determine how to 

advertise and share information. Depending upon circumstances, command and control structure, 

and access channels, the fabric and nodes must decide the best-available action and information 

which can be provided or redacted – with appropriate security. 

Security itself depends upon the needs, the heterogeneous C2 structures, and the instances applied 

at the node – in other words, the circumstances in which someone or something wants to do 

something. It also depends on the characteristics of the channel through which the request and 

response are carried. All these determine the extent to which actions and information can be 

advertised, discovered and accessed. 

These characteristics make it almost impossible to apply information security domain thinking with 

cross-domain-solutions (CDS) – concepts which themselves are a historical artefact of legacy 
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technological solutions to partially managing this problem. It is hard to see how, in the 5th 

Generation Force, this approach can work successfully. 

Moving into the next generation, nodes and fabric must be intrinsically secure (dynamically applying 

and managing security internally as embedded functionality) not extrinsically secure (relying upon 

cross-domain-solutions and after the fact security operations). 

The second ramification is that security must be re-thought for the 5th Generation Force and systems 

must be designed from the start to be intrinsically secure not extrinsically secure. 

The Third Ramification – Distributed interoperability is essential 
The fifth Generation Force requires a faster, more agile interoperability approach, and one which can 

augment rather than replace standards-based data exchange, enable increasing levels of automation 

and cognitive computing, and be able to integrate new data sources automatically as needed, without 

prior transformation, in whatever location they arise. 

The need for interoperability is more like an onion model than anything else. For example, a broad 

mental model might look like: 

1. The centre – within a given instance of a specialty or community of interest (CoI) with agreed 

semantics. Platform and product compatibility and integration require interoperability; 

2. The inner – inter-instance for a specialty or CoI. Differing objectives or judgement on best 

approaches sees divergence. Inter-specialisation interoperability is required;  

3. The middle – interoperability between specialties or CoI’s which do not share common 

semantics and value different things. 

4. The outer – interoperability between coalitions and partners. 

The semantic puzzle is compounded by the need to add new and maybe unimagined technologies 

with different semantics dynamically and at any location. No wonder a common data model and fixed 

standards have been an important part, but not a total solution, to this challenge. 

The third ramification is that: 

1. distributed interoperability – smart post and smart pull - is essential (as explained previously); 

and, 

2. Testing and distribution of interoperability packages are critical to agility. 

The Fourth Ramification – Play systems to their strengths, not weaknesses 
Of course, it is desirable if most ‘networked’ behaviour travels via FABRIC and RESCOM, as that 

provides optimal use of resources. However, that is never likely to be the whole case as specific, often 

hard real time or critical systems, must be deployed orthogonally to FABRIC. 

A simple rule arises when considering this case. That is that the specialised system must be free to do 

what the specialised system does – and only that. It must be bounded to do what it does well and not 

allowed to keep extending its reach. The specialised system must be connected into FABRIC to become 

part of the general battlespace and to share information and actions in the more general sense. 

The fourth ramification is that every system or platform must be played to its strengths and bounded 

to avoid its weaknesses or mitigations. FABRIC is the glue which binds these systems and allows them 

to interoperate – playing to its strengths. 
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The Fifth Ramification – Integration of out-of-band systems 
Acquiring highly sophisticated and complex military systems, which may have their unique ways of 

doing things, is something which must be welcomed. The basic principles are that such systems may 

use their own specific communications channels, perhaps proxied via FABRIC or RESCOM to improve 

bandwidth efficiency. 

In effect, such systems have their private internal concerns and states – and require ‘public’ bi-

directional participation in the bigger battlespace picture. Participation can be achieved by using 

FABRIC as designed - as the 360-degree view of the battlespace. The out-of-band system can be 

integrated at one or more nodes, the more, the better, and the complexity of the out-of-band system 

bounded. This approach can potentially improve the timeliness of response and resilience over 

traditional integration approaches. It also means that the out-of-band systems are integrated once 

only and future interoperability and integration requirements are facilitated by the FABRIC.  This 

delivers exponential gains in efficiencies for maintaining out-of-band systems into future states. 

The fifth ramification is that FABRIC is the enabler to take out-of-band systems to the next level of 

integration in the 5th Generation Force.  

The Sixth Ramification – IoT and AI require Fabric or similar 
The internet of intelligent things starts simply enough in concept but soon raises the question of where 

action and meaning should be injected into the general systems and how the whole system scales. 

Although it is possible to develop a complete IoT network this will only end up having to meet the 

same problems as already addressed by FABRIC. With the same challenges of locality, distribution, 

action etc. Fabric and nodes make IoT much more tractable – deployable as specialised systems where 

needed, or globally for some items, with FABRIC managing the global battlespace demands.  

This symbiosis is demonstrated in the paper by Michaelis [31], which considers the future Internet of 

Battlefield Things (IoBT). FABRIC generically supports many of the identified specific requirements 

such as human-in-the-loop and provides logical attachment points for functionality such as sieve-

process-forward (SPF). 

 AI and machine learning are further cases. Although every AI in the battlespace may start with the 

same initial conditions, they evolve differently based on their own experience and position in the 

fabric and what they can experience at the time. The net result is that the AI’s learn and diverge, and 

each develops its own unique neural network. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible at present to take two neural networks and somehow combine them 

to make one bigger and better network. You cannot just transfer the neural network configuration; 

you must transfer the training data. The fabric and nodes help solve this problem as each node can 

record what its AI sees, the training data, and the decisions it emits. During the action, the nodes can 

cache this, for as long as required, and use data logistics to transport it to the AI fusion location. The 

bigger and better AI at the fusion location can then be trained and an overall more optimal AI 

developed.  Functionality can be deployed using the software agent network to all battlespace AI 

locations if required. Fabric and nodes close the loop on AI management. 

The sixth ramification is that the internet of intelligent things, artificial intelligence, machine-learning 

and communication bearer utilisation are all significantly enhanced and become more feasible 

through FABRIC.    
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The Seventh Ramification – A minimum viable transformation is required 
There have been many transformation projects, but the results have, to date, been the same. We are 

still in an environment where complexity is overwhelming and, because we cannot conceptualise or 

document the current state, we cannot effectively move forward. Continuous improvement carries us 

along the same old vector of decreasing return-on-effort and increasing technical debt, and our 

transformations entrench fragility and place us back on the same tired path. 

 

We are caught in a transformation fork. While we keep doing more of the same and apply 

transformations based on the existing paradigm, we feed the fragile core. A core which is brittle, risky, 

collapsed, chaotic, unstable, insecure and unsustainable.  

To break out we must do a minimum viable transformation (MVT) which provides the essentials of 

the new platform and allows the team to collect the maximum amount of validated learning with the 

least effort for further evolution [32]. The diagram below attempts to illustrate how, before the 

minimum viable transformation, the cycle of fragile core and fragile transformation result in 

accumulating technical debt and ever decreasing return-on-effort over time.  

  

Post MVT the evolving platform itself provides the evolutionary vector and continuous improvement 

becomes additive, or synergistic contributing to the core with reliable return-on-effort. I coined the 

term Business-as-Usual, Transformation-as-Usual (BaUTaU) to reflect this new operational concept.   
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The seventh ramification is that enabling the 5th Gen Force requires a minimum viable transformation 

followed by appropriate evolutionary and continuous improvement activities to achieve both 

business-as-usual and transformation-as-usual. 

The Eighth Ramification – Requires self-upgrading systems 
An evolving system should be able to manage its evolution. It rather defeats the point if, each time a 

new variant is required, complete software distribution and installation is required.   

The three items requiring maintenance in FABRIC are: 

1. the platform itself,  

2. the software agents and configurations, and, 

3. installed software products providing specific add-on functionality. 

The platform itself can manage points 2 and 3, using the inbuilt sematic interoperability also to 

manage variance between versions. In a way and on a large scale, this is similar to patch distribution.  

Point 1 is more challenging and requires proper engineering attention to ensure that FABRIC can self-

upgrade at the fundamental level. Fortunately, the FABRIC platform itself should be the most stable 

of the three items above – it’s functionality and objectives never change (being the realisation of the 

paradigm) and upgrades should be controllable. Nevertheless, real engineering challenges exist here. 

The eighth ramification is that the system must be self-upgrading. 

The Ninth Ramification – Reality, simulation and training act on one system 
FABRIC and RESCOM require significant ongoing testing and simulation which explores the battlespace 

characteristics and trade-offs and drives evolution. This is inextricably linked with Live, Virtual and 

Constructive (LVC) simulation conducted not only in test facilities and training areas but also live in 

the battlespace as part of options analysis.  

The DoD Modelling and Simulation Glossary [33] states  “LVC simulation is a broadly used taxonomy 

for classifying models and simulation, “categorising a simulation as a live, virtual, or constructive 

environment is problematic as there is no clear division between these categories. The degree of 

human participation in a simulation is infinitely variable, as is the degree of equipment realism. The 

categorisation also lacks a category for simulated people working real equipment”. This distinction 

between live, virtual, constructive activities typically manifests itself as isolated sets of own 

infrastructure, networks and capabilities.  

It is hard to see how this can continue with FABRIC and RESCOM. Rather than the legacy approach of 

physically isolated areas, FABRIC and RESCOM must be aware of reality and simulation, testing and 

what-if analysis across the whole LVC span. This capability must be built-in to the system, not added 

on post-hoc.  Not to say there are not development, test, main and other software engineering 

environments. There are, but these environments are based on categories of maturity not categories 

of reality. 

The ninth ramification is that software engineering must support categories of maturity, but 

categories of reality cannot isolate system architecture. 
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The Tenth Ramification – Fabric requires cultural change 
The cultural dimension cannot be ignored. Army, for instance, preaches “mission-command”, which 

seeks to empower (give agency) to subordinate decision-makers to make choices based on 

judgement/experience (within parameters) to allow decentralised action and increase the tempo. 

However, there is a big difference in the real world about what is preached and what is practised.  

Across Defence, and indeed across Australian society in general, risk aversion has seen a steady trend 

of drawing decisions higher and more centrally, which is the antithesis of the concept this paper 

proposes. If this aspect is not addressed, the best system or concept in the world will not flourish. 

The reality is that Australia will rarely fight alone and will most likely partner with others (especially 

the Five Eyes coalition partners). There is no question that the system we use needs to be 

interoperable with our most central partners, and there will be coalition sovereign considerations that 

need to be factored into system design, not just in its first iteration but also allowing evolution over 

the life of the system.  

The tenth ramification is that in a disrupted global battlespace fabric, there will always be overlapping 

C2 approaches – highlighting the critical aspect of C2 agility. When we can safely be centralised, we 

can, but we engineer the system to change mode with agility when this cannot be done – rather than 

just sitting there dumbly without direction. This is a distinct departure from centralised systems that 

are unable to adapt. 

The Eleventh Ramification – There are many more ramifications 
A paradigmatic change has ramifications throughout the entire problem space.  Most ramifications 

have significant architectural impacts. The critical difference in the FABRIC and RESCOM approach is 

that there is a place to address each ramification – aspects of the system not separate systems-of-

systems integration. Some of the more interesting ramifications involve being able to engineer FABRIC 

and nodes to ‘fight while hurt’ in adversity or when some nodes may be captured or acting corruptly. 

The eleventh ramification is that there are many more ramifications which this new paradigm opens 

to an investigation – and each ramification almost needs a paper by itself to describe the ramification 

and its interactions. 

CONSEQUENCES OF TRANSFORMATION 
No matter how right a new approach is, it will not succeed unless there is a feasible pathway to 

adoption. This section briefly looks at some of the issues and actions, outside the paradigm, which 

must be taken to make this a reality. 

Systems Acquisition 
Continuous improvement of the existing infrastructure does not inevitably lead to transformation, 

where transformation represents a new way of engineering for the 5th Gen Force. It cannot be cobbled 

together using current infrastructure or off-the-shelf systems. Once the essential transformed 

foundations are established, then continuous improvement becomes the benchmark for ongoing 

change, albeit in a radically new direction.  

The transformation includes how systems are acquired; they must be able to integrate with the smart 

fabric and nodes. Security is transformed based on C2 Agility with tasks utilising inbuilt dynamic 

protection based upon context, intent and circumstance. This approach contrasts with database level 
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locking - while traditional network security domains need rethinking. The distribution of updates, 

software agents and behaviours are developed, governed and managed securely and robustly. By 

providing a framework for the management of distributed interoperability across communities of 

specialisation, we potentially transform how quickly and easily systems and platforms can either be 

brought into service or retired.  Overall, the way complexity is managed will be transformed. 

How far have these ideas penetrated current information system design in the Australian Defence 

Force (ADF) and industry?   

To date, the principles underlying the 5th Gen AMF have not surfaced in the way vignettes and 

information needs are related to technology architecture. There is awareness of the need to fill the 

gap but this challenge is deferred. Architectures continue to reflect systems and platforms connected 

by networks and data. This is a concern, given this analysis points to the need for a paradigm shift to 

form the basis of a critical system for the 5th Gen Force. 

Approach 
As former Air Vice Marshall John Blackburn [14] said,   

“it is about design driven innovation, not simply R & D, technologies or mini experiments. In 

the network centric effort, stove pipes were linked; it was about filling gaps, linking disparate 

systems, and getting as much connectivity as possible – with the basic operational mantra of 

the diverse platform drivers largely unchanged, namely, to drive ahead with the diverse 

cultures, but better connected. 

In contrast, the 5th Generation Force must look to design innovation and a way ahead, where 

connectivity could be built-in from the design to the delivery of capability, and whereby the 

operators would look at the effect which the force could deliver, not just their own platform 

set. 

We need to focus on our IT and Communications systems not just as a core business but as a 

weapon system and not just for the ADF but for the nation as a whole.” 

Blackburn then went on to say that “we’ll subcontract and support with overseas help where 

we need it. No doubt. This is not something we can do by ourselves. The sovereign integrator 

and design team must be led by Australian players with Australians at the lead of it, and not 

just functioning as subcontractors”. 

There has been much talk about industry and Defence collaboration and alignment in Australia, but 

apart from Blackburn and some others, this has been aspirational with no clear idea of why 

collaboration is occurring and how to shape it to be effective. Everything changes once we consider 

FABRIC. In this instance, form must follow function. I strongly believe that we must create a ‘FABRIC 

consortium’ (FC) with direct responsibility, funding and authority to achieve this transformation. 

Failure to do so will result in diffusion of effort, factionalism and likely failure.  
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The FC is much more than a system integrator. It is the owner of the paradigm, architecture and 

design of FABRIC and RESCOM – working in collaboration with Industry, Defence projects and R&D 

to jointly achieve the outcomes.  Some of these interactions are shown in the diagram below. 

 

It is hard to overstate the importance of getting a correctly aligned structure with practical 

responsibilities. The FC must have the autonomy and funding to let it make effective strategic 

choices, the ability to do the heavy lifting engineering, architecture and paradigm management 

required, and, the independence to choose how it collaborates and outsources so it can use industry 

capabilities to best advantage and pursue its own destiny. 

Feasibility in Real Terms 
At least in Australia, there are significant impediments to implementing a joint system. FABRIC is 

robust architecture and supporting technologies, but it will be expensive to implement. There are 

several reasons I say this – cost, complexity, legacy systems, sunk costs, tribal issues, and leadership 

behaviours. The implementation of a concept like this is likely to be seen as hugely expensive - 

particularly if the start point is a “zero day”.  

The senior decision-makers in the central agencies involved, and it is not just Defence, but also 

Finance, Treasury, Home Affairs etc. are highly interested in cost/efficiency/wastage; all of which are 

short term important issues. In the long term, the criticality of this functionality is currently minimised 

in Australia as there are no Defence ICT projects in the top 30. Putting in place a structure for long 

term investment is a critical success factor. 

Culturally there are challenges with senior leaders and decision-makers concerning their conviction of 

the rightness of their views – this is a common thinking error among senior executives and is a real 

impediment to progress. Daniel Kanheman has some useful insights on this in his book “Thinking Fast 

and Slow” [34]. 

Realistically, the only way to move forward is to start with something cheap enough to be funded, 

good enough to establish the transformation and set the direction/evolution vector going forward, 

and which covers some desirable use cases. This pathway to adoption can be thought of in terms of a 
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Minimum Viable Transformation (MVT) - in much the same way as venture capitalists think about a 

minimum viable product. 

By developing the MVT we can provide a concrete demonstration, with focus on real life battlespace 

scenarios – which cause other systems to struggle. Conceptual change requires client education as 

thinking for systems is different from brainstorming for products or services [18] – think in terms of 

demonstrating fabric resilience or collective action instead of enterprise information management, 

for example. One possible way around this is the development of the system in a Live, Virtual and 

Constructed environment from the start so it can be experienced and tested iteratively through 

development. This pathway to adoption seems quite obvious as FABRIC must inherently support these 

modes anyway. 

Once we have an MVT deployed and supporting the desired subset of use cases, we can make 

continuous improvement, but now with a different vector. We can also use most of the sunk cost 

systems but exploit them better and simplify later retirement and upgrade of these items. As we do 

this, we upgrade the MVT, so it covers more use cases and covers a more ambitious scope. At the 

same time, we can dismantle previous complexity/legacy solutions and streamline the ICT 

infrastructure. The net result is that the focus changes from building on the past to building for the 

future. 

Examination of the fabric and node design, not covered here, indicates that such a design is feasible 

and give steady return-on-effort and synergy. As FABRIC is designed for both stability AND Evolution, 

the technical debt does not grow until it overwhelms the ability to cope with change. It is not a fragile 

system; it is an evolving system which welcomes change and continually digests technical debt. 

In summary, it takes time and effort to set the groundwork so a system such as this can be built, proven 

and deployed – and this paper is part of that effort. It won’t be cheap, but it promises to be far cheaper 

and more effective over the long term than what we have done to date. FABRIC is a paradigm shift 

causing cognitive dissonance, and much work remains. As a senior defence person said, ‘it becomes a 

PSYOPS (psychological operations) campaign’. 

Incorporating Specialisations and New Technology in the 5th Gen AMF 
Specialisation refers to the different disciplines within the force, where individual specialisations use 

different languages and require differing technologies and systems. Inevitably communication 

between specialisations can be difficult, and their needs cannot be met with standardised solutions 

alone. 

Hardware and software technology advances over the last few years have meant systems such as 

FABRIC and RESCOM can now be engineered. There are ways of introducing them into the existing 

infrastructure which, while initially disruptive, ensure continuity. It is crucial, however, that any 

introduction is not hampered by existing infrastructure, patterns and architecture. As part of the 5th 

Gen AMF evolution, these issues need to be re-evaluated and potentially require refactoring.  

In the 5th Gen Force, FABRIC and RESCOM can become an enduring critical asset, allowing the ADF to 

support specialisation on a stable foundation to achieve an evolving and sustainable 5th Gen Force.   
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CONCLUSION 
This article applies first principles reasoning to demonstrate that the concept and consequences of 

Agency Advantage, as imagined in the 5th Gen AMF with FABRIC and RESCOM, could be the path to 

transforming the wider ADF into an integrated, networked force. Without this transformation, the 

ADF is potentially at risk of not achieving its 5th Gen Force objectives.  

I have intended to map out the basis and consequences of this first principles reasoning so it can be 

discussed and improved, or for that matter, disputed and rejected. Either course is less important than 

that the fact that we converge on what matters and what it means. In a nutshell, first do the right 

thing – and then do it right. 

If the new approach is proven to have merit, the ADF should consider promptly investigating, 

developing and validating this exciting opportunity with its industry and global partners.  If this 

initiative delivers on its promise, it provides the ADF with the flexible foundation it seeks to deliver 

rapid technological innovation and faster, more agile systems for the emerging and evolving 5th Gen 

Force. The 5th Gen AMF is core business and is a weapons system. 

To make this real requires funding, structural and operational changes to R&D, industry and Defence. 

Even at this level, it requires a rethink and restructures for delivery – the old ways won’t achieve the 

outcome. However, change can happen through a minimum viable transformation and pathways to 

adoption. The sense of urgency already exists and, by reducing the difficulty and risk to move, it is 

possible to introduce real change. 

In the Art of War, Sun Tzu reflected that “Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory. 

Tactics without strategy is the noise before defeat.”   

With an effective paradigm, we achieve results. Without one, we get confusion.   
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Abbreviation Definition 

ADF Australian Defence Force 

ADM Australian Defence Magazine 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

AMF (5th Gen) Agency Management Framework 

BaUTaU Business-as-Usual, Transformation-as-Usual 

C2 Command and Control 

C4ISR Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 
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CoI Community of Interest 

CP Centralised Processing 

Cynefin A conceptual framework for understanding complexity. 

DCGS Distributed Common Ground System 

DoD U.S. Department of Defence 

DSTG Defence Science and technology Group - Australia 

EIM Enterprise Information Management 

F-35A (Lockheed Martin) Joint Strike Fighter 

FABRIC (5th Gen) Agency Management Fabric 

Five Eyes United States (of America), Fcanada, United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand 

Gen Generation 

HAT Human-autonomy teaming 

IAMD Integrated Air Missile Defence 

ICCRTS International Command and Control Research and Technology Symposium 

ICT Information and Communications Technology 

IER Information Exchange Requirement 

IFC Integrated Fire Control 

IME Information Management Environment 

IoBT Internet of battlespace Things 

IoT Internet of Things 

IP Internet Protocol (Layer 3 OSI Model) 

ISD Information Security Domain 

ISREW Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance and Electronic Warfare 

JSF (Lockheed Martin) Joint Strike Fighter 

JSIC Joint Strategic Innovation Centre 

LTD Limited 

LVC Live, Virtual or constructive - applied to simulation 

MDC2 multi-domain C2 

MDH multi-domain harmonisation 

MilCIS Military Communications and Information Systems Conference 

ML machine learning 

MVT minimum viable transformation 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration - US. 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NCW Network Centric Warfare 

NIC Non-human Intelligent Collaborator 

OODA Observe, Orient, Decide and Act (Loop) 

OOPDA Observer, Orient, Predict, Decide, Act 

R&D Research and development 

RESCOM (5th Gen) Resilient Communications Network 

RFI Request for Information 

SDN Software-Defined Networking 

SMARTNET Semantically Managed Autonomous and Resilient Tactical Networking - DSTG concept 

SOA Service Oriented Architecture 
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SPF Sieve-Process-Forward. Applied to IoT analysis. 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol (Layer 4 OSI Model) 

US United States (of America) 

 

 

 


